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1. Introduction. Let f(x) he periodic, with period 1, and belong to the

class L. Yet a be a positive integer greater than 1. Ra'ikov proved(2) that for

almost all x

(1) lim -—-=  I    f(x)dx.
m-»w m + 1 J o

As F. Riesz pointed out(3) this theorem is actually án instance of the classical

ergodic theorem and can be proved by exactly the same methods as the

ergodic theorem. The present paper has its origin in the question as to

whether (1) remains true when a is not an integer, but any number larger

than one(4). We are unable to answer this question in the general case when

/GZ., but under stronger assumptions we shall prove the following stronger

result:

Theorem. Letf(x) be periodic (with period 2tt, to fix the ideas) and belong to

the class L2, and let its mean-value be zero. Suppose, in addition, that

(2) f    (f- sn)2dx = 0(log »)-
J 0

where cr>0 and s„ denotes the nth partial sum of the Fourier series of f. Let

\\k\ be any positive sequence such that Xj+i/X*èg>l. Then:

(1) If a>2, the series E6*/^**)  converges for almost all  x, provided

E4k>g4Ä<«.
(2) If o ^2 the series E/(X*#)/&1-i converges for almost all x for every

8<<r/4.

The result that, for almost all x,

,. f(x)   + f(\lX)   +   ■   ■   ■   + f(\mX)
(3) lim - = 0

m-.« m + 1

under the conditions stated is a weak consequence of the theorem, since it

Presented to the Society, April 26, 1947; received by the editors February 19, 1947.
(1) John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow.

(2) Rec. Math. (Mat. Sbornik) N.S. vol. 1 (1936) pp. 377-383.
(>) Comment. Math. Helv. vol. 17 (1945) p. 221.

(4) The answer is known, of course, when/ is bounded and integrable in the Riemann sense,

since the fractional part of çfx (g>l) is uniformly distributed for almost all x.
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follows from the fact that the series   E^-1/0***) converges almost every-

where.

2. Remarks on quasi-orthogonal functions. Let/„(x), n — l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , be

any sequence of functions (which we assume real only to simplify the ex-

position) all belonging to L2 in (a, b). Let ajk = f¡fjfkdx. Let us suppose that

the quadratic form E 2~laikXjXk is bounded in Hubert space, with bound M.

Let F(x)GL2 in (a, b) and let cn=f\Ffndx. Then Y.Î^MflF^dx or, in
other words, Bessel's inequality holds except for the introduction of the

constant M. This remark is due to Boas(6) who considered also spaces other

than Hubert spaces. In our case, the proof is immediate by writing

/• b /» 6 n n

(F - yifi- 7n/„)2<Zx =   I    F2dx - 2 E Yrf* + E E Wa*
a J a 1 1

/' k     o n n

F dx - 2 E 7kCk + M E 7k
a 1 1

Cb     2 A/       1/2 Ck    Y 1    A    2

and taking yk = ck/M. A system {/„} such that the quadratic form

E EaifcxJx* ls bounded will be called "quasi-orthogonal." The name has

already been used by R. Bellman(6) under somewhat stronger hypotheses.

Let us now point out a few simple consequences of quasi-orthogonality,

which do not seem to have been stated. The most important one which we

shall use here is that every theorem on orthogonal systems whose proof de-

pends only on Bessel's inequality holds for quasi-orthogonal systems: in

particular, Menchoff's theorem, asserting the convergence almost everywhere

of Ec"/nW provided Ec« l°g2 n < °° > holds.
Let us also observe that, given any sequence {/„} of functions belonging

to L2 in (a, b), the necessary and sufficient condition in order that it be quasi-

orthogonal is that Ec»/« should converge in the mean, with exponent 2, for

every sequence {c„} with Ec« < °° • The necessity of the condition follows

immediately from Bessel's inequality, and the sufficiency from the fact that

under the hypothesis of convergence in the mean the integral fa(£llckfk)2dx

is bounded for every sequence {cn} with  Ecn<00-

Using this remark, we can state the above extension of Menchoff's theorem

in the following way: whenever the sequence of functions f„Q.L2 in (a, b) is

such that Ec«/» converges in the mean with exponent 2 for all sequences

{c„} with 2~lcn< °°, then also the series 2~2cnfn converges almost everywhere

whenever Ec» \og2n < oo .

We make a last remark which we shall not use here, that is, that the

(«) Amer. J. Math. vol. 63 (1941) p. 361.
(«) Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 50 (1944) p. 517.
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necessary and sufficient condition for quasi-orthogonality can be given in a

different form if we assume that each fk is given in (a, b) by its Fourier ex-

pansion in terms of a system {(/>„} orthonormal and complete in (a, b);

/*~ En-i^n^«- Then a¡k= 2~lnbjnbkn, and one sees that the quadratic form

E E^'fc^j'** is tne norm of the bilinear form 2~1 2~lbjkXjyk. Thus, the bounded-

ness of this form is necessary and sufficient for the quasi-orthogonality of the

system {/„}• This shows also that the system of functions gfc~ 2~2îbnk<pn is

quasi-orthogonal if and only if the system {fk} is so.

We now state the lemma of which we shall make use.

Lemma I. Letfn(x), n = 1, 2, • • • , be any sequence of functions all belonging

to L2 in (a, b). Suppose that for all j^k

(4) I f  fi(x)fk(x)dx
J  n \j-k\'

(*>0)

and that fifl(x)dx ^ C. Then:
(1) If e>l, the series 2^1cnfn(x) converges almost everywhere in (a, b) pro-

vided Ec» log2 « < °° •
(2) If e^l the series 2~2f"(x)/nl~s converges almost everywhere in (a, b)

for every 5<«/2.

The first part of the lemma follows immediately from the fact that, under

the condition (4), the system {/„(x)} is quasi-orthogonal in (a, b) if e>l.

To prove the second part, suppose first e<l-and remark that by a result

of Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya(7) the bilinear form

is bounded in Hubert space. Hence the condition (4) implies that the system

{fn(x)/n(l~t)l2\ is quasi-orthogonal, and the series 2^c„fn(x) /na~')l2 éonverges

almost everywhere whenever Ec» log2 n < oo. Taking c = n~e with any 8 > 1/2

we have the second part of our lemma for e < 1 and it is seen immediately that

it holds also for e = 1.
3. Lemmas on bilinear forms. Let us consider the two bilinear forms

iW = EI-^- B(a)=2Z2Z'-X
i,i=l ai + j ¿,,-i    ai — j

where a is real and not less than 1, the prime in the second form meaning

that terms for which \ai— j\ <1 are omitted. We are specially concerned

here with the behavior of these forms as a—» oo.

(7) See Inequalities, p. 227.
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Lemma IL The bound of Ai<x) in Hilbert space does not exceed Ci/a112

where G is an absolute constant, that is,

hmis£,(x:i*I') (çi»i') .

Lemma III. The bound of B(a) in Hilbert space does not exceed an absolute

constant C2,

(\l/2/    M \l/2

EUI2J   (E|y,l2j  •

Lemma IV. Denoting by p(v) the ratio

/     » \l/2     //    °° \l/2

owe Äas

l^)|Sc,(¿!+p(i))(¿|I,h)"!(¿|„|.)"'.

G being an absolute constant.

Lemma II is well known with Ci = ir, as an immediate consequence of the

Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya extension of Hubert's first bilinear form(8).

In order to prove Lemma III, let us suppose first 1 ̂ a^2. We consider

two functions/(x) and g(x) belonging to L2 in (— oo, + <») and write the

equation :

f(x)g(y)   .   , 1    r +°° C +X Iix/a)g(y)

J __,  J _„    ax — y a J _„   J _
■ dxdy,

-oo  o* —m    KA.A      y c, y _(£  o/ ^.qq        x      y

the first integral being extended to the domain |ax — y| ^1 and the second

one to the domain |x —y| èl. Considering the second integral we remark

that by M. Riesz's well known theorem (9)

(6)
^KOfâW/J^H

c / r +°° \1/2/ r °° \1/2

C being an absolute constant. We take now for/ and g step functions/ = 0

(8) See Inequalities, p. 227.

(») M. Riesz, Sur les fonctions conjuguées. Math. Zeit. vol. 27 (1927) pp. 218-244, espe-

cially pp. 240-241.
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for x<l,/=x,for i^x<i+l (¿ = 1,2, • • • ), g = 0 for y <1, g = y< iorj^y<j

+ 1 (j=l, 2, • • • ); the integral / becomes a bilinear form E E^»'/*»?»- Eor

all terms for which, say, \ai— j\ >2(a + l) it is immediately seen that

bu
at — j

C'a
<

(ai — j)2

C being an absolute constant. Hence the inequality (6) gives immediately

(5) for 1 ̂ a ^ 2. For general values of a take a = meto, m being an integer and

1 ̂ ao^2. Then

2Z2Z'-^-. = 2ZZ'    *"'
ma0i — j aok — j

where £* = x< for k = mi and £* = 0 otherwise. This proves (5) for all a2¡l.

In order to prove Lemma IV write

i(«) = EZ'— =EE'+EE' = *i + jb2,
al  — J íá«/2 j>«/2

say. In Bu ai—j^(ai+j)/3, hence, by Lemma II, Bx has bound 3G/al/2.

In B2 we apply Lemma III and we get

(oo \l/2./        » \l/2

EUI2)   (   E   1*1')
1 /        \   [a/2)+l /

-c,(tu,|-)'"(t|,(|.)'"p(|)

and, collecting the results, Lemma IV follows.

4. Proof of the theorem. We may obviously suppose Xi^l.  Let f(x)

belong to L2, have period 27r, and mean value zero. Let

00

f(x) ~ E c»e<"x (co = 0, c_„ = c)
— 00

be its Fourier expansion. Let

ajk =  I    f(\jx)f(\kx)dx, A* > X,- è I-

We have

a = — > 1.
A,

If we denote now by M(a) and N(a) the respective bounds in Hilbert

space for the forms A (a) and B(a), considered above, we see that

1   r »,
ajk = — I      f(x)f(ax)dx,

A/«/ a\j
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(7) | aik | á - [M (a) + N(a)]jt\ ^ |2 + 2(6 - a) E* | cpcq \,
Af 1

the starred sum being extended to the integers p, q^ 1 such that | ap — q\ < 1.

We write now

E   \cn\'   =   R(v)
M+l

and we remark that since in the starred sum q>a — I, the last term in (7) is

less than C(R(a/2))112, C being a constant depending on f(x) and on (a, b)

but not onj and k. Using the bounds given by Lemma II and Lemma IV, we

deduce that

-''ss+'Kt))"
D and E being constants depending on/(x), a, b, but not onj, k. If we use

now the hypothesis (2) of our theorem, we can write

I       I A
ajk   <

j- ¿|"2

A being independent of j, k. The appraisal of a¡¡ presents no difficulty and the

two parts of our theorem follow now immediately from this inequality and

from Lemma I.

5. Application. As an application, consider the infinite product y(u)

= n*'-o cos t«P (0<£<1) which is the characteristic function of the well

known distribution function obtained by infinitely many convolutions of a

Bernouilli distribution function. Let £= I/o, d> 1, and let u =\0m (1/6 <X ^ 1).

Then

X X
y(\8m) = cos 7rX0m-cos 7rX0m_1 • • • cos x-cos ir— • • • .

e e2

Excepting special values of X for which y()\6m) =0, we see that

7(X0m) = -4(X)-cos ttX cos xX0 ■ • • cos xX0m = .4(X)-P,

where AQo)¿¿0 is independent of m. Now, the function log cos2 7rx has period

1, and Fourier coefficients 0(1/«). Hence by our theorem

log cos2 irX + • • • + log cos2 7rX0'

m+l
> I     log cos2 irxdx = — 2 log 2

of  0

almost everywhere in X, that is to say, for almost all X, (P2)1/m—»1/4. One

has, for such a X,
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11 . .11
< | 7(A0") I <

A(\)  (2 + t)m      ' '      A(\)  (2 -t)<*

for e arbitrarily small, as w—» oo. Thus, for infinitely many values of u

C                   .         C
< I y(«) I <-

«<H-1

where C is a constant, n is arbitrarily small, and a denotes the number

log 2/log 9.
6. Other applications of quasi-orthogonality. The notion of quasi-

orthogonality is applicable to a strong theorem of the ergodic type. Let x

denote a point in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space R, let/(x)GZ2 in a

set 5 of finite measure in R, and let T be a transformation such that Tx(ES

when xG>S. We suppose that T is measure preserving in the wide sense, that

is, if £ is the set of all points x such that TxÇlE, then | £| = | E\. We assume,

in addition, that if I and / are two rectangular cells in 5 and if J-m is the set

of all x such that TmxÇ£J, then

| r/_|-»|/| • |z|

as m—»oo (strong mixing). It is then an easy and known consequence that if

/ has mean value zero in S,

h(m) =  I f(x)f(Tmx)dv^0 asm—» oo.
J s

Suppose now that, for a given/, d(m) is of order mrl (e>0); then if k>j

f f(T'x)f(Tkx)dv =   f f(x)f(Tk~'x)dv = 0{(k - j)''}
J s J s

and we can apply the first or the second result of Lemma I, according as e

is greater than 1 or not greater than 1. In both cases we get a stronger result

than the classical ergodic theorem.

Another application of quasi-orthogonality is the following one.

In a paper of R. Fortet(10) one finds the following theorem, stated with-

out proof:

"Pour une suite discrete de variables aléatoires x„ telles que

2

E(X„)   =   1, E(xnXn+u)   =   R(u)

s'il existe un nombre positif a tel que, pour u assez grand, on ait | R(u) | <u~",

la moyenne

(10) Sur une suite également repartie, Studia Mathematica vol. 9 (1940) pp. 54-69 and par-

ticularly p. 57.
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1   V

n ,_i

tend presque sûrement vers zero(u). Et tres vraisemblablement ce résultat

subsiste pour une suite continue."

From our point of view, the result for the discrete case is immediate, even

in a stronger form. For if {x„(co)} is a sequence of L2 functions in some space

fí in which a Lebesgue measure has been defined, and if

/Xniw)dp   =   0, I    Xniw)dp  =   1, I    Xn(co)x„+u(co)iZ/i   =  0(u~a),
a of a of a

we can apply the results of Lemma I.

In the continuous case, one has a one-parameter family of functions x<(w)

belonging to L2 in fi for every t, and such that

/x¡(a>)<7/¿ = 0,      |  xt(u>)dp = 1,      I  xti(S)xt+ui<j>)dß = R(u) = 0(u~a),
a o/ q

and we want to prove that

1   rT
lim — I     Xtioijdt = 0
r->» T J o

almost everywhere in co. We have, of course, to make certain assumptions

about the integrability of x((co) as a function of t. We shall assume that, for

almost all co, x((co) is a function of / belonging to L2 in every finite interval.

Let us assume first that T is an integer, T = m, and let

/*(«) =  I      xt(o))dt, k = 1, 2, 3,
of   k-1

It is immediately seen, by application of Schwarz's inequality and Fubini's

theorem, that /*(w) £Z,2 in fi and that

r fj(u)fk(u)dn = r r r( \ s -1 ¡ )¿s¿/
of a of ,-_it/ fc_i

<

j - k\"

where C is a constant, for, say, \j — k\ >4.

This allows immediately the application of the results of Lemma I to the

sequence {/*(w)} and proves Fortet's conjecture for T an integer. To pass

to the general case, we have only to show that, for almost all co,

i rT+\
(8) — |        I xt(a>) I dt = o(l) asT-^oo.

T of T

(n) The random variables are supposed to have mean value zero.
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Let
rn+2 i

gn(w)   =    I X,(ui)dt.
J n

We have, by Fubini's theorem,

/gn(w)dß =|        dt I   Xt(o>)dp = 2.
a J n Ja

Hence, the series  E(l/n2)£"(w) converges except in a set of measure zero

Hence if w does not belong to that exceptional set, g„(w) =o(n2) and

/» r+i /» tr]+2

| x,(u)\dt Ú \xt(a) \dt á 2i/2(gtr](co))"'2 = o(T),
J t J tri

which proves (8) and completes the proof of Fortet's conjecture.

In general, the use of quasi-orthogonal functions as stated in Lemma I

gives simple but convenient forms of laws of large numbers for so-called sta-

tionary processes of order 2. In many physical applications the correlation

coefficient R(u) tends to zero sufficiently fast to allow the application of the

results stated in Lemma I.
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